Introduction
In this paper, we shall deal with the estimates for the resolvent of a Schrodinger operator multiplied by some pseudo-differential operators.
We consider the Schrodinger operator H--A+V(x) in L z (R n ] (n^2), where A denotes the Laplacian in R n . We assume that V(x} is a real-valued C°°-function on R n and for a constant 0<£ 0 <1 Our results of this paper are summarized in the following theorems.
Theorem I. Let P ± be as above. Then for any s^O and d>l where the constant C is independent of 2>a Q >0, a 0 being an arbitrarily fixed constant. 
where C is a constant independent of j and
These theorems have not only their own interests but also important applications to the study of S-matrices for Schrodinger operators.
We have already discussed similar theorems in [1] by the stationary method. We localized the Schrodinger equation in the momentum space and reduced it to a Hilbert space valued ordinary differential equation with Ps. D.Op. coefficients, which we learned from Agmon's lecture at Kyoto University in 1977. In this paper, we propose to discuss the same problem by the time-dependent method. That is, we construct a parametrix for the unitary group e~i tH and reduce the estimates for the resolvent to those of the parametrix. For the unperturbed operator H 0 =-d, this method clarifies the close connection between the resolvent estimates and the propagation properties of the scattering states.
In Section 1, we explain the idea of the proof for H Q =-d. We prepare in Section 2 a parametrix for e~U H and obtain its estimates. Theorems 1, 2, 3 will be proved in Sections 3, 4 and 5, respectively. In Sections 6, 7, some technical results for pseudo-differential operators (Ps. D. Op.'s) and Fourier integral operators (F.I. Op.'s) are proved.
The notations we used here are almost standard. for some s>0 and all a, /3, and
where / is the n X n identity matrix. The above lemma is proved by integration by parts in essentially the same methods as given in Section 1. See [2] , Lemma 3.3 for details.
In [2] , we introduced a parametrix for e~U H in the form of a F.I.Op. which
gives an approximate behavior of e~U H in an appropriate region of the phase space and proved the asymptotic completeness of modified wave operators for H.
In the following, we show that its Laplace transform is a nice parametrix for the resolvent R(z)=(H-z)~l. Our method relies on that of geometrical optics. We begin with the choice of a phase function. or (jc, f)efl, m^l. We omit the proof of these facts in order not to make this paper bulky, partly because it is almost routine. It would be worthwhile, however, to note the short range case :
since in this case everything can be written down explicitly. In the case of the short-range potential, we should take #•<? as 0(x, f). Then (2.10) can be written as follows : It is now easy to show by induction that a m (x, ?) satisfies
for m^l, |f|><//2, *-|>-l+e/2. We now use the well-known technique of constructing a C°°-function with given asymptotic expansions (see, e.g. Kumanogo [4] which is the fundamental formula we use to derive the micro-local resolvent estimates.
We also prepare an estimate for the resolvent. 
(Z)*+P N (Z).
Using (3.2) and (3.6), we have
The first term of the right-hand side of (3.7) is easily seen to satisfy (3.3) by virtue of (0.2). To the second term, we apply Lemma 2.6, (1). To the third term, we have only to apply Lemma 2.6, (2) and Lemma 3. 
) such that P + (Z)=A+B+(Z)*+P N (Z).
In view of (3.7), we have Taking N large enough, we see that the first term of the right-hand side of (4.1) has the desired property by virtue of Theorem 1. Using Lemma 2.6 (2), we see that the third term has the desired property if we note that The first factor is bounded by C/VT by Theorem 1. The second factor is bounded by C/~£°. The third factor is bounded by C/VT by virtue of Remark 4.3, where the constant C is independent of /. Therefore, we have
Next we consider the first term of the right-hand side of (5.1). Choose C°°-functions p ± (t] such that p+(t)+p-(t)=l, p+(t)=l for ^>^_+2(^+-^_)/3, p-(t)=l for f</£_+(/i+-ji_)/3. Let A J± be Ps.D.Op.'s with symbols Then The first term of the right-hand side of (5.3) is estimated as follows:
The second factor is bounded by C/VT by Theorem 1, the constant C being independent of /. Theorem 2 implies that the first factor is bounded by Cj' s°/ V I , where we have used an estimate for the commutator of Vj and the Ps. D.Op.
with symbol $(x)p+(£-£)$(£).
The second term of the right-hand side of (5.3) is estimates as follows :
where we have used Theorems 1 and 2. Thus we have (5.4) ||<^> s P_/?W+20)F J -A^U4-fO)P + <^> s II^Cy-£ o^-1 .
Theorem 3 directly follows from (5.1), (5.2) and (5.4).
§6. Products of Fourier Integral Operators and Pseudo-differential Operators
In this section, we derive a formula for the product of F. I.Op.'s and Ps.D. Op.'s. Our treatment is slightly different from the standard one (see e.g.
[5]).
First we introduce a class of symbols. for O^f^l, with a constant C>0. Thus we have using Theorem 2.2 (2), which proves (7.4). (7.3) and (7.4) imply that the map f-»ZU, f , 3;) defines a differomorphism on R n and that its inverse W satisfies where £+(*, f ; A) has the properties (2.6)-(2.9) and (7.7) with the same constant p + as for &+(*, f ;^). We have thus shown that QiU) can be written as a sum of Ps.D.Op.'s:
where the symbol of P+(Z) is b+(x, f ; ^), the symbol of P+U) fulfills (2.6)-(2.9) and (7.7) with the same constant p+ as for b+(x, f; A), and the symbol p N (x, f ; A) of P^U) satisfies (1) ^+B + W)*=p + M)+P + W)<^>-o+^W). ( 2) The symbol of P + (X) satisfies (2.6)^(2.9) and (7.7) with the same constant fjt+ as for P+ (X) . with symbol p + (x, g;X) satisfying (2.6)-(2.9) and (7.7). Then for any N^l there exist a F. I. Op. B+(X) with symbol b+(x,£;X) satisfying (2.6)~(2.9) and (7.7), and a Ps. D. Op. Pif(X) having the following properties:
(1) P + W)=^+B + «)*+P w W).
(2) The symbol of P N (X)=p N (x, f; X) satisfies
